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Flicking through the family album, you’d 
think I had an unhappy childhood. It’s a 
struggle to find a single photo of me smiling, 
let alone one with a wide grin. Not because 
I was a miserable kid with an aversion to 

flash photography, but because I had bad teeth. Crooked 
and overcrowded, there were roughly six too many teeth 
for my jaw, give or take two. They were so awful that 
I made a conscious effort to keep my mouth closed except 
for eating, talking and emergency laughing situations, but 
especially when Nan brought the camera out. 

When I grew up, I became one of the 80 per cent of Aussie 
women who feel self-conscious about their smile. And then I got 
braces. Not just any braces – adult braces. 

Put off by my first experience at the orthodontist, who wanted 
to remove a handful of teeth, break my jaw and perform surgery to 
correct my overbite, I waited until I was 20 before I dared to return. 

Determined to get the celebrity smile I’d always dreamed of (let 
alone the confidence to open my mouth in public), I wasn’t put off 
by the $13,000 price tag, or the idea of having two screws drilled 
into the roof of my mouth. The screws, officially known as TADS 
(temporary anchorage devices), are a relatively new and apparently 
less painful alternative to breaking my jaw. 

While the drilling didn’t deter me, I was concerned about the 
scrutiny of being an adult metal mouth. Would my boyfriend stop 
loving me? He’d surely never kiss me again. Would people laugh 
at me in the street? They’d no doubt stare. 

Fears aside, I booked in. Bottom braces first with ceramic 
brackets so no one would notice (everyone noticed). But I refused 
to acknowledge that I had braces, telling myself they weren’t there. 
Nope, I didn’t have a mouth full of wires, screws and plates. No 
way I’d developed a lisp overnight. Hell yeah I could still eat steak. 

It was only halfway into my two-year orthodontic journey that 
I felt comfortable talking about my teeth. I casually slipped mentions 
of my dentist appointments into office conversations. I entertained 
prying questions from the neighbour’s children. My boyfriend 
made a train-tracks joke. I cried. Too soon, babe. Too soon. 

Along the way, I learnt I wasn’t alone. My orthodontist, 
Dr Leigh Jones, says that in the 20 years he’s been practising, 
he’s seen a roughly 50 per cent rise in the number of adult patients, 
estimating that “about 40 per cent of my patients are adults”. 

There are a number of reasons why people delay treatment 
until adulthood: finances, access and fear. But today’s selfie society 
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applies a certain pressure to have the perfect teeth, smile 
and duckface. Braces are a less-drastic-than-implants way of 
achieving those aesthetics. 

I can’t be certain, but by getting braces I may have started 
an international trend. At New York Fashion Week this year, 
streetwear label Hood By Air sent models with braces down the 
runway. British male model Charlie James graced the pages of 
The Sunday Times Style magazine with his (metal) mouth open. 
And Indian actor R. Madhavan got braces for a film role – not 
to look more like me, but to nail his character’s lisp. 

Luckily for us trendsetters, orthodontics have come a long way 
since stainless-steel wires and headgear. New technology from 
NASA (I kid you not) has made dental appliances smaller and 
more comfortable for patients. “I think the advancements have 
become more and more exciting. The outcomes for patients are 
fantastic, especially compared to 20 years ago,” says Dr Jones. 

As for the pain after each tightening session – it’s more like a 
slight discomfort, although I say that now after having my braces 
off for three months, rather than coming straight out the dentist’s 
chair. Still, after a few appointments, I almost got hooked on the 
feeling. I could feel my teeth and jaw shifting into place and I liked 
it. Yes, I actually looked forward to going to the dentist. (Please 
note: Smiling Smiles Orthodontics did not sponsor that sentence.) 

By the time my braces came off, I was almost sad to see 
them go. Almost. They’d set me apart, although the attention 
was unwanted at first. Now I’d have to rely on my red hair and 
freckles. Plus, they’d made me look like a teenager again – now 
I’d have to wear slogan tees and heavy eyeliner to achieve that. 
And no more being forced to live on soup for a few days a month; 
it was time to control my portions like everyone else. I guess that’s 
the price we pay for not having braces.  
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